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Event Report – End Of Leg Two 

Good Evening from the Amalia Hotel just outside Kalambaka and close to the world 
famous Monasteries of Meteora, which we will visit tomorrow morning. 

The downpours of yesterday afternoon failed to dampen the spirits of the Marathon 
crews and there was a lively buzz in the hotel last night. Thankfully the skies cleared 
shortly after we arrived and we awoke this morning to more settled weather as we 
embarked on Day Two. 

Overnight we were pleased to find out the local Philpa Car Club had assisted the 
Owens crew to find suitable help locally to get the Porsche 356 back on the road and 
they were able to rejoin the Rally later into Leg Two. 

Leaving Delfi, a long descent took us to Amfissa – a busy little town, which played a 
major role during the Greek War of Independence (1821 to 1830). It was here that 
the first regularity of the day got under way. This twisted its way for 14 kms over the 
hills at Prosilio and saw two crews of John Abel/Niall Frost in the Sunbeam Tiger and 
Benno and Nina Britschgi in the Ford Mustang GT-390 being the most accurate over 
the three Timing Points taking only three seconds of penalties. 

Shortly after the end of this section, crews had to watch out for the lumbering lorries 
servicing the nearby Bauxite mines en route to Regularity 2/2. We were now in 
traditional Acropolis Rally territory and the next regularity used the classic (albeit now 
tarmaced) roads around Inohori. Best here were three crews on just a single second 
penalty. The Godfrey’s in their MGB matching Paul Crosby/Andy Pullan along with 
the similar Porsche of Tomas de Vargas Machuca and Leigh Powley. 

More rally heritage then followed as we took in the famous old Bralos Pass and its 
winding descent down to the morning rest halt in the Tempelis Hotel at 
Gorgopotamos (which means ‘The Rushing River’ in Greek). Crews seemed pleased 
to have a coffee halt and refreshment in the shaded garden of the Hotel.  

Following the brief break here, we pressed onwards past the small spa town of 
Loutra Ypatis to the next regularity in the hills around the fine Monastery of 
Agathonas. This proved to be the first real challenge of the day with some interesting 
control locations catching out the unwary. At the top of the table, however, two crews  
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of Marcus Anderson/Matthew Lymn Rose and Klaus-Uwe Schaffrath/Andrew 
Duerden escaped with a mere single second penalty. 

The morning session of Marathon Motoring was rounded off with a short sharp 
regularity at Kapsi, which featured just a single Timing Point and saw three crews 
clean, and a long climb to lunch in Karpenisi. While the town of Karpenisi itself is 
fairly unremarkable, the ‘greenness’ and beauty of surrounding countryside has 
earned this region the name – ‘Switzerland of Greece’. Our venue for lunch was the 
Montana Spa. This fine old hotel, sitting on the hillside above town, was a regular 
haunt for the Subaru World Rally team when they were testing for the Acropolis 
Rally. 

The lead of the event had been cut to a single second at this mid-point and the 
afternoon looked set for a showdown between the top crews. 

From lunch, it was a stiff climb to over 1800 metres as we passed the Velouchi Ski 
Centre and enjoyed a spectacular mountain vista on the subsequent descent down 
into the valley for the first afternoon regularity on the twisty roads around Vracha. 
The local authorities had kindly been out early this morning to sweep clear the roads 
from numerous fallen rocks during the spring snow melt. This section featured a 
challenging gravel triangle that tested navigators. Best were the all-female crew of 
Lisa Lankes and Catriona Rings in the Ford Escort RS2000 with just eight seconds 
of penalties beating second closest by a full two seconds. 

Bends were something of a theme for the next hour or so as we tacked our way 
along and over a multitude of small ridges and the sight of some straighter roads 
after the next regularity was welcomed when we finally headed out of the hills to pick 
up fuel at Kallithiro. 

It was a brief respite, however, as we were soon climbing again towards the beautiful 
Plastrias Lake. This is actually an artificial reservoir (one of the highest in Europe) 
formed by the flooding of this valley after the construction of a dam in the southwest 
corner in 1960. 

A short but sweet 2.5km regularity along the old shoreline road needed some spirited 
driving and saw three crews topping the time sheets on zero penalties – a fine effort  
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on such a demanding stretch of road. Straight after the end of this regularity, we 
enjoyed a few minutes breather after the long run from lunch at Plaz Lamperos, a 
quaint little restaurant right on the water’s edge.  

Suitably rejuvenated, we then returned north through the small mountain towns of 
Mesenikolas and Morfovouni to the day’s final regularity at Fanari. This 19km section 
traced the edge of the hills and combined a bit of everything to keep drivers and 
navigators busy. Taking best time on this final regularity of the day were Tomas de 
Vargas Machuca and Leigh Powley.  

A cross country run through a series of small towns and villages took us past the 
major conurbation of Trikala to the day’s test venue at the tight and twisty Meteora 
Race Park, where we were enthusiastically welcomed by a excited local crowd of 
spectators. After all the bends this afternoon, crews were well set for this final 
challenge with two crews sharing the top honours of best time on test award – 
Marcus Anderson/Matthew Lymn Rose in the Jaguar E-Type and Jayne 
Wignall/Kevin Savage in the Sunbeam Tiger. 

A small drama for Car 5, Graham Plants and Neil Ripley in the Austin-Healey 100M 
which caught fire on the start line of the test was soon dealt with by fellow crews and 
marshals who raced to assist the pair and put the assumed electrical fire out. 

All that the remained was a short run from there to the Amalia Hotel – a large 
hacienda style building set in 14 acres of greenery. After a long day on the road, the 
bar was the first port of call for most. 

The Best on Day award goes to Paul Crosby and Andy Pullan in the Porsche 911 
who have climbed to sixth overall with an excellent leg total of just 37 seconds.  

 


